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Comment
I am pleased to record that the Society will celebrate its 125 th birthday this year.
I have altered the page numbering so as to reduce the time spent laying out the pages. Page
1 is now the Contents page, not the front cover.
The FJ slide folio has again held its Slide of the Year Competition, (SOTY), and I placed
the winning slide on the front cover, and the three equal second place slides on the rear
cover, with some of the rest of the entrants on the inner pages.

Alan Mussett

Tony Vinicombe

Former Society member Dr Alan Mussett died on 12th May 2017, aged 82 after a long
illness. Retired as Head of Geophysics at the University of Liverpool, Alan had a wide
range of interests and activities that included stereoscopic work using his own twin
camera rig. He viewed his 2x2 collection unadjusted with a Pinsharp viewer, with no
interest in exhibiting his work. You had to ask to see his slides and then discovered work
of the highest quality. If he had submitted his stereo pairs for international exhibitions,
I’m confident that he would have become widely known within the global stereoscopic
community.

He and I had each attended Society Conventions and ISU Congresses, but knew nothing
of each other until I was sitt ing on a coach in Italy in late May 1998 and the man in front
of me aimed his twin camera rig out of the window. We discovered we had both attended
the Llandudno Convention the previous weekend. With his encyclopaedic knowledge
leaking out in conversation and his quiet wit, he was an entertaining and delightfully
unassuming companion. He could contribute information on subjects as diverse as
gardening, geology, mechanics, optics, biology, astronomy, medicine, volcanology or
wood turning (another of his interests that produced beautiful artefacts). Most members
who sat with him at convent ions had no idea that he not only had a doctorate, but was
noted for his contribution to evidence confirming the hypothesis of continental drift
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(plate tectonics). He had co-authored two earth science books that are regarded as
classics.
His collection of 20,000 transparencies now resides with Andrew Hurst in the Society's
burgeoning archive, the existence of which relies entirely on the personal space and
tolerance he so generously provides. Andrew is attempt ing to digitise the archive, but the
task of scanning two slides and then putting them through the SPM pairing and
positioning procedure is very time-consuming.
Additionally, reliance on an individual’s home space is an ever-present cause of anxiety
for the security of our archive. If an individual’s circumstances change, it is unreasonable
to expect the Society’s space requirements to be a factor in the choice of fresh
accommodation.
If collect ions such as Alan Mussett’s are to survive for posterity, we need as much help as
we can get. If you can offer some time towards this worthy endeavour, Andrew would
undoubtedly be pleased to hear from you.

Midlands Meeting Reports
October 7th 2017 Charles Wheatstone, the stereoscope early years.

Andrew Hurst

Special guest speaker; photo historian Denis Pellerin of the London Stereoscopic
Company (LSC) gave a very interesting talk "Charles Wheatstone and the early years of
the Stereoscope". He described the birth and rise of the stereoscopic craze between 1832
and 1862, and in particular the prominent place held by King’s College London lecturer,
Charles Wheatstone, in the history of 3D, then known as Stereoscopy.
Professor Wheatstone was the first to demonstrate, using drawings and an optical
instrument that he designed and named the ‘stereoscope’, how binocular vision works.
King’s College London Archives house an important collection of Wheatstone’s personal
papers and material to which Denis and Brian May were given access for this research.
Denis recently gave this talk as a Keynote Speech at the ISU convention in America, it is a
very well researched and fascinating historical talk which rewrites some 3D folklore. We
were privileged to have Denis give this talk in Coventry, which is an insight into a future
book.

London Meeting Reports
October 14 2017 Who was William England?

Andrew Hurst

Dr Gerlind Lorch gave a fascinating talk at the October London meeting about A Victorian
Mystery in 3-D: “Who was William England?”
Overleaf is a photo of the descendants of Stereoscopic Photographer, William England
and Gerlind Lorch
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Left to Right :
Paul, June and Richard Mitchell and Dr. Gerlind Lorch

Stereoscopic Projection – The last Three Decades

Bob Aldridge

In 1993 The Stereoscopic Society celebrated its 100th Anniversary by hosting an ISU
Congress in Eastbourne. At the beginning of the year I was asked to take over the role of
Theatre Manager. That gave me about 8 months to get to grips with the complexities of
projection of the time as the Congress was to be held in September
At the time, of course, all images were recorded on film. For 35mm film there were two
mounting styles - the Realist mount - 41 x 101mm, carrying the two film "chips" on the
single mount, and 2 x 50 x 50 where two separate 50 x 50mm standard slide mounts were
used - one for each "eye-view". There was no standard for the mounting - and therefore
projection - of Medium Format slides recorded on 120 film but I'll come to that later.
In 1993 relatively few people were creating what we now know as AV (Audio Visual)
shows. Those that were used a variety of techniques to synchronise the sound with the
slides, and there was absolutely no standardisation!
However, many shows were more like illustrated lectures where the presenter gave a live
commentary with manually initialised slide changes.
Now, for the next advance, I need to take a small step back in time because one of the
foremost AV makers of the times was a lady called Pat Whitehouse. She used the Realist
style of mounting and projected her slides using a Dual Hawk. This was a combination of
two standard Hawk projectors mounted one above the other. The lamps were controlled
with a large wound resistor with a knob that dimmed one pair of bulbs as the other pair
was brightened. Usually, this knob was on the right hand side of the projector, but Pat
had hers mounted on the left hand side... But I digress. The Dual Hawk was a projector
with slide carriers that were operated totally manually. The projectionist had to physically
slide the slide carrier out of the projector (I guess that's why it's called a "slide"???),
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remove the slide from the carrier, drop in the new slide and [push the carrier back in. The
knob could then be rotated at the correct moment to change the image on the screen.
The correct moment could be determined in many ways. Pat's method was to record a
series of bleeps on one track of her tape recorder (reel to reel at the beginning, followed
by cassettes later). She then used an earpiece so she could hear the bleeps to give her the
clue for slide changing. This rather crude method was, in fact, incredibly effective because
there was a computer between the signals on the tape and the slide change mechanism the computer, of course, was Pat's brain.
Pat's shows, it could be argued, were what inspired a number of others to create AV
shows. A rather small number of Dual Hawk projectors were ever made (probably less
than a dozen) so other methods of slide dissolve had to be devised. And this was where
the various "flat" projectors came in. Many people set up two of these projectors so they
could project stereo pairs. The advantage, of course, being that these projectors had
motorised slide change, so it was possible to wire the remote controls so the stereo slide
could be changed at the touch of a button. Soon, the button was replaced by a relay
switch controlled by a series of bleeps on the soundtrack tape. Unlike Pat's bleeps, these
were 1000 Hz and a little black box could use them to operate the relay.
The AV shows that ran this way had each slide on the screen then a blackout whilst the
slide was changed and then the next slide came on. Of course, the ultimate would be for
each slide to dissolve into the next, just like the Dual Hawk shows. This involved the use
of two pairs of projectors. Whilst one pair was projecting, the other pair was changing its
slide. Controlling the projectors for cross-fade projection was another story!
There were two types of projector that could be used in this way - ones with straight
magazines that usually took 50 slides and the carousel type with round magazines taking
80 slides. Most Society members used the straight magazine type since they were much
more affordable than the professional carousel projectors.
Users of the Realist mount, in the main had to manually change their slides. And then, in
1988, there was a major development. Eckhart Oehmichen, in Germany, designed the
RBT 101 projector. This had straight magazines to hold Realist format mounts. To go with
the projector he designed a range of plastic mounts for this format. The company was set
up to market the machine and mounts with a couple of colleagues from Kodak in
Germany, but this was totally independent of the Kodak organisation.
The RBT 101 was a real step forward for the single mount. It incorporated 250 watt bulbs
and had auto-focus and was, therefore, perfect for use with AV shows. Truly the
stereoscopic equivalent of the carousel projectors. To start with the 1000 Hz
synchronisation system could be used with a single projector.
Of course, a second RBT projector could be used for the cross-fade effect. But, as with the
2 x 50 x 50 system with its four projectors, there was a need for a synchroniser. The 1000
Hz pulse couldn't really do the job. A number of companies sprung up to fill the gap.
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Amongst the most popular were Imatronic, Bässgen and Stumpfl. These all used a
variation on the theme of signals of varying frequency controlling electronic components
to dim and brighten the projector bulbs and signal the slide change on the dark projector.
Fast forward to the Society's 100th birthday and the situation was a nightmare! Of the
shows filling the 14hours or so of projection, just about every one used a different set-up!
Cabling had to be changed between shows, synchronisers changed over, sound cables
changed. And, unlike today - when shows can be sent over the Internet, the authors
brought their slides and synchronisers with them when they came to the Congress.
The result was that I virtually lived in the Stereo Theatre. If we weren't running a
projection session I was rehearsing shows. Only one show had to be rejected because it
simply would not run. All the others ran first time. Phew! (There was just one near miss. I
was incredibly fortunate to have a great team including Mike Fisher and Colin Clay. Mike
told me afterwards that, as one show was starting, with its tape rolling, he notice an
unconnected audio cable. Quick as a flash he disconnected a redundant cable and
plugged it in. Just in time for the show to start flawlessly!)

To allow all this to happen we had a LOT of equipment. By this time RBT had developed
their projector and created a higher power 400 watt version. They graciously loaned us a
pair for the Congress. Mike Fisher had a set of four carousel projectors that he also loaned
the Society for the Congress.
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And we also hired a set of high power carousel type projectors, which meant that we had
eight individual projectors as well as a venerable Dual Hawk. This was used for a number
of shows with live commentaries, others with recorded sound tracks where the author
would signal the change and also some of Pat Whitehouse's shows. Sadly she had passed
on in February 1988 and it was decided that several of her shows should be shown at this
Congress. Few people had projected Pat's shows other than herself. So I had to learn how
to do it fast!
For some reason we had a Japanese TV film crew visiting the Congress and they wanted a
clip of one of the Pat Whitehouse shows - with the lights up. So I remember selecting
something that was rarely seen - bees as I remember.
Anyway, we needed a stand to carry all this equipment and we were very fortunate to
have Colin Clay on the team. He saw the potential of a scaffolding tower that he owned
for home maintenance. From it he created an amazing construction that totalled about
12 feet long with a top surface for the projectors and a shelf underneath for all the sound
equipment, synchronisers etc. The unit was braced with steel cables and almost
completely rigid.
For many years subsequently half of this projector stand was used at the Society's
Conventions to carry the only slightly smaller load of projectors that had to be available.
I mentioned Medium Format images earlier, and it was in Eastbourne that I first saw them
projected. A few years earlier, Hugo de Wijs had created an amazing projector that could
be adapted to take many different formats - including Medium Format, and Werner
Weiser had brought it to the Congress along with some of his Medium Format slides
taken with a Rolleidoscop. These were just an amazing spectacle and set me off on the
road to making my own Medium Format images.
Little changed with film projection for a very long time. The Society acquired four Ektalite
projectors - one pair for London and the other pair for Coventry, with both brought
together for dissolve projection at Conventions. Realist mounts were still catered for by
the Society's RBT projector in London (often supplemented with one of mine for
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dissolving using my Bässgen synchroniser) and a Dual Hawk projector was used in
Coventry.
It wasn't until, I think, 2003 that I actually saw the future (though I had been predicting it
for quite a while). It was at an NSA Convention in America that I first saw Ron Labbe
demonstrate his digital projection system. He used a pair of Infocus projectors with a
resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels and the results were excellent. OK, there was a difference
to film projection. Somehow less smooth, but bright. I decided to invite Ron and his
projectors to our Convention in 2004, so that Society members could see it as well.
The following year, 2005, the Society hosted another ISU Congress, again in Eastbourne.
Obviously, shows for digital projection were very much in the minority, but film
projection systems had become far more standardised, but we still had eight Carousel
projectors - Ektalites, now, and I sourced 400 watt modules for mine to match the
Society's projectors. RBT again loaned their 400 watt projectors.
But I decided that I needed digital projectors in the mix. So I (personally) bought a set of
Infocus projectors - second hand - that matched Ron's system. Harry Blake built an
enclosure for them so they could be sited in the front row of seats in the theatre domestic digital projectors have relatively short throw. This system was controlled
(through a network cable) by a laptop computer back at the main projector stand. Few
people (if any) noticed the relatively low resolution of the digital projection - in fact,
during the digital projection of Otto Batthurst's show, High Days and Holidays, Colin Clay,
standing next to me at the main projection stand, asked me if it was being projected on
the RBT projectors. At this point I knew that digital projection was the future.
Some time after the Congress Karen Grainger volunteered to pilot a Lottery Fund
application for a grant to purchase digital projectors for the Midlands Meetings. After a
lot of effort she was successful, and the projectors that were bought have been used in
Coventry ever since. The transition to almost total digital projection followed swiftly with my projectors being used for the London meetings until the purchase of the
Society's own set.
Digital projection has some quite fundamental differences from film projection. Amateur
3D movies are, of course, MUCH easier with digital than film (although we did actually
have some films projected at the Congress in 1993) and digital makes creating well edited
AV shows much easier using computer programs. The result is a blossoming of highly
creative AV show making that benefits the Society as well as the creators.
The biggest single benefit of digital over analogue (film) projection is that complete
shows can be transferred over the internet in a few minutes so a Convention organiser
can make sure everything works long before they start to create the actual programme
for the event!
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Robert William Copeman (1861-1928) Fourth President of the Stereoscopic Society.
Paula Richardson Fleming

Self portrait of Robert William Copeman posing with stereoscope and views. Titled, “The Master
(W-n)”, it was taken in Feb., 1909 while he was Master of the Wincanton Workhouse

The work of professional photographers can be preserved because of the high quality and
volume of their output, whereas amateur photographers’ images are frequently lost.
Sometimes this is a factor of the medium itself, i.e. glass plate negatives that were heavy
and fragile, or nitrate or color negatives which deteriorated. Unfortunately though, many
are lost because later generations threw them out, or the images did not carry
identifications and are now consigned to the mass of unidentified “instant ancestors”.
Even those that have survived are not as readily preserved in repositories as their
documentary value has not yet been appreciated. Thus it is a rare treat when one finds a
cache of high quality, identified stereographs from the turn of the century.
One such cache was found by stereo dealer Ray Norman in a local Beccles auction that
showed scenes and people in the Waveney Valley, Suffolk, where he grew up. The well
composed views were credited to one “R. W. Copeman.” Interested, he acquired the lot
and researched Mr. Copeman. In doing so he found out he had been the President of The
Stereoscopic Society. As Ray said, “No wonder Copeman’s views were good!” He
published his findings in Stereo World vol. 34, #5, March/April 2009.
I, too, was intrigued by the stereos and acquired them from Ray and other dealers. Being
a Photo Historian, I couldn’t resist researching Copeman a bit further. While basic life
events are relatively easy to find, documenting amateur photographers’ work is more of a
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challenge. We can infer some things from the photographs, but once in a while one gets
lucky. I found that some of his activities were covered in contemporary photographic
journals which provided an insight into his work. Thus, in honor of The Stereoscopic
Society’s 125th anniversary, I would like to summarize what we know about your fourth
President, Mr. Robert William Copeman.
First let me summarize his biographical details before delving in to his stereographic
activities. Robert William Copeman was born in 1861 in Beccles, the third of nine children
of Isaiah, a butcher, and Anna Copeman. In 1872 at age twelve he was apprenticed to a
firm of auctioneers in Ipswich, and became an auctioneer’s clerk by 1881. In 1887 he
married Eveline Cecilia Dodd, a vocalist, and moved to Somerset where she lived.
Continuing to work in the auction business, he ultimately became a manager. At the
time, they lived in “Kuklos Cottage” in Henstridge, which I think still exists although
without the name. If it is the same building, they were well off and could easily afford him
the time and money to pursue his photographic hobby. In 1891 their son, Herbert William
Morley Copeman was born, followed in 1897 by a daughter, Kathleen.
By 1904 Mr. & Mrs. Copeman were the Master and Matron of the Wincanton Workhouse,
where they lived, not far from their former home in Henstridge. Sometime between 1911
and 1915 they moved to Bristol and stayed there for the rest of their lives. Robert worked
for Lloyds Bank, Stokes Croft. Robert died in 1928 while Eveline lived to age 93, dying on
Feb. 17, 1959. Their son, Herbert married Grace Edith Wakeman. During the war he
worked for the British military in Germany as a translator in the Office of the U.K. High
Commissioner. Herbert and Grace had three children: Harold (1918-2003), Kenneth W.
(1919-1943; dying in Italy during the war), and Ernest Alan (1922-2004). By 1962 Herbert
was back from Germany and working as a tax inspector in Bristol, where he died at age 95
in 1985. Kathleen, his sister, married Frank Vallis Harvey, also of Bristol. She died in 1973
at the age of 76.
Harold Copeman, Herbert’s son, understood the value of his grandfather Robert’s stereo
photographs. Instead of throwing them out, thankfully he deposited them in various
repositories including the Suffolk Records Office in Lowestoft, the National Library of
Scotland, and the Gloucestershire Archives. There are also Copeman views in the
National Archives (Kew)/ Dorset History Centre. The Gloucestershire and Kew record
units also contain views by Dr. Grove, the Fifth President of The Stereoscopic Society.
(Dr. Grove’s negatives were acquired by the National Stereoscopic Association, but one
wonders what other stereos were in Copeman’s personal collection and where they might
be today.)
Now that I’ve covered his basic biographical information, we can enjoy Robert Copeman’s
wonderful stereographs. I have yet to find out exactly when he learned photography, but
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at the very least it was 1890. According to a notice in the Jan. 22, 1892 of Amateur
Photographer, “A vacancy occurs in the Postal Photographic Exchange Club conducted
by Mr. R. W. Copeman (Kuklos Cottage, Henstridge, Blandford), and he will be pleased to
hear from any lady or gentleman desirous of joining such. This Club is rather different to
the ordinary circulating portfolio, as it not only provides for the circulation and criticism of
prints, but for exchanges amongst all the members. The first one started by Mr.
Copeman twelve months ago has been so successful that a second one was started in the
summer.” Thus Copeman started his first photography exchange group in January of
1891 and must surely have been photographing the year before. It is also nice to note
that he was happy to include women.
As for the equipment he used, I have only found that in 1892 he was using a Becher’s R.R.
lens, a wide-angle lens (see below) and he was looking for a Multum-in-Parvo enlarging
apparatus. From a self portrait stereoview, we know he gave slide shows using a dissolver.

Copeman using a lantern slide projector with a dissolver

Clearly Copeman took to photography and stereoscopy like the proverbial duck to water.
No doubt inspired by the success and critiques of his photographic postal club, he entered
exhibits and competitions on a regular basis. According to the British Journal of
Photography in April of 1896 he exhibited at the Fakenham [Norfolk] District Camera
Club. His photos won an award and were received favourably. Later that year, in
November, he exhibited at the Bournemouth Photographic Society and won third prize.
In 1897, he entered eighteen stereos in an exhibition by the Photographic Society of India
(also listed as the “Calcutta International Photographic Exhibition”) for which he won a
bronze medal. That same year his daughter was born, and he started taking what I think
are his best stereographs – candid views of people, especially his family.
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Herbert William Morley Copeman holding his baby sister, Kathleen. Sept. 25, 1897

Herbert Copeman creatively posed in a wash tub

These show a lovely home life with happy children, although I suspect his family learned
patience given how frequently he had them pose. There are at least twelve stereo
portraits of Herbert in my own small collection and I know of several others.
Robert was also very much of a “joiner” of photography clubs. He must have been a very
sociable person. In 1898 he was a member and secretary of the Sunbeam Photo Club, and
the Dorset Amateur Photographic Association.
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Kathleen Copeman (left) having a tea party with a friend and a dog, June 1910

According to the administrative history of Copeman’s collection in the Gloucestershire
Archives, he was also the President of the Bristol Stereoscopic Society, which, given that
he lived in Bristol is a possibility, but it may also have been an error introduced by Harold,
when he donated his grandfather’s stereographs. In 1900 and 1901 he won certificates for
his entries in the Practical and Junior Photographer Postal Club. In 1901 he also received
a bronze medal for his photo of the interior of Bath Abbey which he submitted to the
Womanhood Photographic Club. Proud of his work, in the magazine Womanhood (1901,
p. 206) he says, “…his photograph was taken on December 15, 1900, at noon, on an
Imperial ordinary plate. He used a wide angle lens stopped at F22, and gave an exposure
of 35 minutes. The developer was hydroquinone. And the whole of the work was done by
himself.” Interestingly we find out that his wife, Eveline, was not just a long-suffering
wife of a photographer, but also one herself. She also entered the Womanhood
Photographic Club competition and won an Honourable Mention for her photo of the
south aisle of Wells Cathedral which she took “on July 30, 1900. She used an Imperial
plate, an R.R. lens stopped at F22, and gave five minutes exposure.” The plate was also
developed in hydroquinone.
In the 14th annual exhibition of the South London Photographic Society, 1903, Copeman
won 10 shillings for his entry, and another 5 shillings for his entry to the Best Photographs
of Dogs, location unknown. Animals and people were not his only subjects. Apparently if
it was artistic and didn’t move, Robert Copeman photographed it. An excellent example
is his stereograph of frost on a brussel sprout plant.
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“Brussel’s Sprout Head, Henstridge”, Nov. 16, 1901

When the family moved to Somerset in 1904 and the Wincanton Workhouse, Copeman
continued to photograph people. Even his Christmas card was a stereo view of his family.

Family portrait stereo view used as a Christmas card which carries a printed greeting, “With
Christmas Greetings and Best Wishes for the New Year, from Mr. & Mrs. R. W. Copeman. Town
View, Wincanton. Xmas. 1904.”

At this time the Copemans appeared to start travelling. According to his grandson Harold
in his donation papers to the Gloucestershire Archives, “Mr. Copeman used to take his
camera with him by train on visits and holidays.” This is fully supported by the many farflung views made in the UK that I have found, dating from at least 1904 to 1923.
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“A Corner of the Ward, Wincanton Infirmary”, Nov. 1909

“Twins. Tired out with playing. W-n [Wincanton]”, July 1911. In searching the census records for
the workhouse, I think this is Florence and Ethel Smith, twins in residence

While Copeman made the odd bob from competition prizes, he may also have received
funding from publishing his views. When Herbert was a young boy, Copeman
photographed him and his mother in a boat on the River Waveney. Later this view
appeared, without a caption or credit as part of an elegant series of stereographs
produced by the Fine-Art Photographers’ Publishing Co., of 9 Lindore Road, London,
S.W.
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Herbert and his mother, Eveline in a boat on the River Waveney, Beccles, Suffolk

Copeman’s stereo of Herbert and Eveline on the Waveney as published by The Fine-Art
Photographers’ Publishing Co

Some of the Fine-Art views credit B. L. Singley, and the company may have been a shortlived UK group of Keystone. I can only speculate that Copeman was either associated
with them, or else sold them his image.
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After thirty years of taking stereographs, Robert Copeman finally rose to become the
fourth President of The Stereoscopic Society, a post which he held from 1920-1925. I am
sure he considered this a major highpoint of his photographic life. Surely his artistic
ability with stereo photography, his gregarious nature evidenced by his photography
shows and his ability to cajole people in to posing, plus his experience with photographic
exchange clubs stood him in good stead to lead the organization.
The last mention of Robert Copeman I have found is in the British Journal of
Photography, Feb. 27, 1925 issue in a notice about The Stereoscopic Society’s annual
dinner held on Feb. 13 in London at Reggiori’s Restaurant. The dinner was presided over
by Dr. W. Grove who regretted the absence of Mr. Copeman due to a recent illness. We
do not know if it was something minor like a cold, or something more serious, but he was
to live only three years longer, dying in Bristol on April 27, 1928.
Fortunately his photographs record his life and the lives of his family and others, and his
photographs are preserved in public institutions as well as private collections. The search,
however, continues for what other Copeman treasures, including his negatives, might still
be found in local auctions.
Notes: I would like to acknowledge the help of Ray Norman (World of Stereoviews) for
finding and rescuing many of Copeman’s views, and publishing a paper about him in Stereo
World. Likewise Andrew Hurst and other members of the Stereoscopic Society have been
helpful in providing information about that organization and its past members. All
stereoviews in this paper are from the author’s collection.

The British Contribution to Early Stereoscopic Photography
Colin Metherell
Photography progressed very rapidly during the 19 th century, with contributors from all
over Europe and America. The latest developments were eagerly studied by all
photographers who adapted and developed the latest ideas with great enthusiasm. This
paper just records some of the British contributions. Queen Victoria was said to be
enthralled by stereoscopic photography; she saw her first 3D images at the Great
Exhibition at Crystal Palace in 1851.
However, the 3D story really starts in June 1838. Professor Sir Charles Wheatstone, of
Wheatstone Bridge fame in electrical circuitry, published a scientific paper in
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society (Volume 128, pages 371-394), describing
how we see images in 3D. To support his ideas, he dimade some simple 3D drawings. In
order to see the drawings in 3D, he invented, in the 1830s, the Wheatstone Stereoscope,
an instrument still used today in radiography. There is an online facsimile of
Wheatstone’s scientific paper, which shows illustrations of the stereoscope and some of
his original drawings, see www.stereoscopy.com/library/wheatstone-paper1838.html
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Wheatstone’s original stereoscope, Fig 1, was a large, rather cumbersome instrument,
but it had the advantage that large images could be examined. Wheatstone made a
number of different models of his stereoscope, including one which folded neatly into a
box. His original instruments have been preserved in the archives of Kings College,
London, where Wheatstone worked.

Fig 1
Wheatstone’s paper was published about a year before Frenchman, Louis Daguerre and
Henry Fox Talbot, of Lacock Abbey, Wiltshire, published their works on the discovery of
photographic processes in 1839. Hence, a 3D viewer was in existence before the invention
of photography. In 1840, Wheatstone wrote to Fox Talbot, inventor of the Calotype
photographic process, and Antoine Claudet, a licensee of the Daguerreotype process
working in London, and suggested that they make some stereoscopic photographs. Fox
Talbot made Calotype stereoscopic pairs of photographs and sent them to Wheatstone in
the same year. The images that Fox Talbot made are the first photographic 3D images
ever made. The correspondence between the two men still exists 1,2,3, but unfortunately
the images have been lost. Some authors state that Claudet was the first to make
Daguerreotype stereo images, but the date attributed is 1842, a year after Fox Talbot’s
work. There was much rivalry between British and French photographic inventors at this
time, but also considerable collaboration. The French Daguerreotype gave far superior
reproduction of detail on the polished copper plates used, compared with Fox Talbot’s
Calotype process using images on paper, but the former suffered from the disadvantage
that the images could not easily be reproduced, a considerable disadvantage for
publication in books.
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Sir David Brewster constructed the first lens based stereoscope in 1849, which was far
more compact than Wheatstone’s model. However, British manufacturers were not able
to make lenses of the quality Brewster required, so he turned to Duboscq of Paris to
supply the stereoscope. Brewster demonstrated his stereoscope at the Great Exhibition
of 1851 in Crystal Palace.
Early stereoscopic images were obtained by moving the camera about 62mm and taking
a second view of the same subject from a slightly different position. This was fine as long
as nothing in the image moved in the time between the images being taken. But since, at
the time, exposures were quite long, problems often occurred and early images can be
seen with, for example, a person or animal in one image which is not shown in the other
image. Early stereoscopic pairs of photos were taken using various contraptions, enabling
the whole camera to move the required distance. In 1853 Latimer Clark was one of the
first to demonstrate a frame which moved the camera the required distance in order to
take sequential stereo pairs. In 1854 John A Spencer demonstrated a double width
camera having a moveable lens for taking sequential stereo pairs. The camera was fitted
with an internal septum which separated the two images. The Manchester photographer
John Benjamin Dancer was one of the first to make a twin lens stereo camera in 1853,
which he patented in 1856 and offered for sale.
The first projection of stereoscopic images was by John Anderson, of Birmingham, in
1893. He projected the images through Nicol prisms, or tourmaline crystals, naturally
occurring polarizers, onto a screen of aluminium foil. When viewed through matched
polarising filters, the audience could see 3D images in much the same manner as used in
Stereoscopic Society and International Stereoscopic Union meetings today.
Theodore Brown, of Salisbury, invented a system of mirrors attached to a single lens
camera creating twin fields of view, enabling stereoscopic image capability from a single
lens camera. Brown patented the device in 1894. The device was the forerunner of several
beam splitter devices which became popular about 50 years later. In 1903 Brown
published a book “Stereoscopic Phenomena of Light and Sight”, which was republished in
facsimile form by Reel 3D Enterprises Inc. in 1993. It is an interesting insight to the
developments of the time, many of which are long forgotten. The adverts for the latest
developments of the time are particularly fascinating.
The most important early British producer of stereo views was the London Stereoscopic
Company, founded in Oxford Street, London in 1854. This company employed many
famous early photographers, including William England, William Russel Sedgefield, and
Thomas Richard Williams (see later). They produced 350 stereoscopic views of the Crystal
Palace Exhibition. William England travelled to the Alps and produced an amazing set of
images in association with the Alpine Club. By 1856 the London Stereoscopic Company
advertised that it held over 10,000 stereoscopic images, the largest in Europe. The
company also published views by other photographers, such as William Grundy. The
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fortunes of the company declined over the years and they eventually sold their images to
Getty Images. The company closed in 1922.
A company by the same name was reintroduced in 2008 by Brian May, the guitarist in the
group Queen. Brian researched the images of TR Williams, particularly the set known as
“Scenes From Our Village”. By careful detective work Brian demonstrated that the village
shown in these images was Hinton Waldrist, in Oxfordshire, and he has shown that many
of the buildings in the village can be identified as those in TR William’s work. Brian
published the book “A Village Lost and Found” with co-author Elena Vidal in 2009. It’s a
fascinating read. It contains superb reproductions of the original tinted stereo images and
some modern images of the same subjects, for comparison. Several other books
containing reproductions of old stereo photographs have also been produced by the new
London Stereoscopic Company.
In 1854 Negretti and Zambra obtained the rights to publish stereo views of Crystal Palace
in Sydenham, South London and later they sponsored Francis Frith’s expedition to Egypt,
Nubia and Ethiopia, and published many of his stereo views. N & Z published stereo views
of Java taken from 1857 to 1863 by Walter B Woodbury, inventor of the Woodbury
photographic process. N & Z also sponsored Pierre Rossier to travel to China, Philippines
and Thailand, publishing his stereo images on his return, the first stereo views to be
published of those countries. In 1857 they manufactured a ‘Magic Stereoscope’,
containing additional lenses giving greater magnification at the turn of a button. The
instrument was fitted with an adjustable stand for desktop viewing and the base was
elaborately decorated. The company diversified later into the manufacture of scientific
instruments.
In 1858 the first book illustrated with original stereographs was published in London. The
book by the astronomer Charles Piazzi Smyth is ‘Tenerife, an Astronomer´s experiment:
or, specialities of a residence above the clouds’.
In 1862 another large scale exhibition was held in London: The International Exhibition, or
the Great London Exposition. The London Stereoscopic Company organised the display
of stereoscopic views by famous stereo photographers William England and William
Russel Sedgefield. At the Exhibition, the company took an average of £800 per day by
selling stereo views. A book containing modern reproductions of the images was
published in 2007 “3D Expo 1862: a Magic Journey to Victorian England”, published by
Discovery Books, edited by Michael Tongue.
There were many independent stereo photographers who produced impressive work,
including Francis Bedford who produced sets of images of many English counties and
George Washington Wilson of Aberdeen, famous for the spectacular detail of his
interiors. Roger Fenton, well known for his images of the Crimean War, produced many
fine stereo views of England and Wales. Unfortunately, many of the oldest stereoviews
bear no name of the photographer; some only have handwritten information on the back
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giving the site and date of the photograph. Others give no clue to the location or
photographer, possibly to avoid prosecution for patent infringement, as both the
Daguerreotype and Calotype processes were patented in Britain.
In 1893 a Stereoscopic Postal Exchange club was founded as a section of the
Photographic Society of Great Britain, now the Royal Photographic Society. The name
was changed to the Stereoscopic Society in 1896, soon after it became an independent
society. It is the oldest established stereoscopic society in the world, and currently has a
membership of over 300, mainly from the UK, but it also includes members from many
overseas countries. Members meet in London and Coventry between October and April,
with an additional meeting in Bury (a joint meeting between the Stereoscopic Society and
the Third dimension Society). There is an annual convention, normally held in May and
occasional outside meetings in summer.
In the early 20th century other developments were taking place, such as the development
of moving images, and later, when the moving images started talking, stereo
photography fell from mainstream interest. It was kept alive by dedicated enthusiasts in
stereoscopic societies in the UK and worldwide. Interest in stereoscopy blossomed again
in the 1950s and 60s with early 3D anaglyph films, but fell away later. Now Digital 3D,
including 3D TV, and 3D picture frames, tablets and mobile phones present further
opportunities for 3D enthusiasts to bring stereo photography to wider public interest.
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Group Photograph – Outing to St Ives 10th to 12th June 1927
This is the earliest group photo from the The Stereoscopic Society's outing to St Ives on
June 10th, 11th, 12th of 1927. Of particular note is Dr Groves on the back row third man
from left in the picture holding his hat. He was President from 1925 - 1949 (there was no
Chairman in those days.)
There is a whole album dedicated to him after he passed away and many of his stereo
card images survive in the archives and members collections, plus a whole batch of nitrate
based images that found their way to the Kodak archives in America.
I am grateful to Andrew Hurst, our archivist for providing the picture. I have cropped the original photograph
so that I could add the names to the page and have not reprinted the original names card as is not that
distinct. The spacing of the reprinted names remains the same despite the fact that names and people do not
line up particularly well. - Ed
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The Stereoscopic Society Bulletin – Issue No 1 May 1963

Bob Pryce

For the first 79 years of our Society there was no regular newsletter or other publication.
Mr Duncan Rose had taken the first steps towards a regular publication with some
informative newsletters in the 1950s. But it was not until May 1963, 55 years ago, that our
first regular, quarterly publication appeared – “The Stereoscopic Society Bulletin” edited
by Mr WC Dalgoutte MBE, ARPS. This defining first issue is reproduced here in full. It was
produced by typewriter generated stencils on foolscap sheets stapled together in the top
left corner.
Hopefully, members will find the contents interesting. Reference is made to the 1962
Hereford Reunion and to the 1963 Burford Reunion. These Reunions were later to be
called “Conventions” to be less intimidating to hoteliers who might be more willing to
host our events. There is a considerable amount of detail on the management of Folio
Groups which seem to have as many challenges then as they do today. Then there is the
call for volunteers for posts in the Society and contributions for future issues of the
Bulletin. They are also trying to generate a register of members’ interests.
The Bulletin continued until October 1992 when its name changed to “The Stereoscopic
Society Journal of 3-D Imaging” with the January 1993 publication.
In subsequent issues of this Journal we will attempt to have a regular look back at the
contents of early issues of the Bulletin. For example, in Issue No 2 of 1963 there is a major
piece on “Home Processing of Colour Films”, especially Ferraniacolor and Ektachrome, by
Dr PGF Harvey, President of the Society, Mr PF Shenton ARPS and Mrs M.P. Whitehouse
FRPS. There is also an intriguing piece entitled “The Battle of the Formats” by “The
Professor” – most mysterious. It is interesting to note the formality of language in these
early 1960s articles but we should remember that a number of the authors were in fact
Victorians.
The May 1963 Burford Reunion is the subject of a separate review document which has
some interesting content for the future.
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Into the Millennium with the Journal

Tony Vinicombe

In celebrating the Society's 125th anniversary, those of us who witnessed our Centenary
Year will probably be thinking more about the twenty-five years that have passed since
the centenary milestone and the changes we’ve seen. Actually, oldies like us will probably
be thinking even more about better hearing aids, mobility scooters or hip replacements,
and if our memories are intact, we will remember that in 1993 the Society’s quarterly
Bulletin made a leap. It was renamed ‘Journal of 3D Imaging’ and in September of that
year Don Wratten produced his landmark centenary issue, a 68-page edition containing a
wealth of historical information about stereoscopy and our Society.
The Bulletin’s renaming was significant and decidedly not flummery. It was not a part of
the later trend for titular aggrandisement in which hauliers refer to their work as
‘logistics’, various trades gamble on declaring they are ‘solutions’, street sweepers
become ‘highway environmental hygienists’ and window cleaners perhaps ‘transparency
enhancement facilitators’.
Our Bulletin renaming served two genuine purposes. The word 'journal’ was more
appropriate because the Bulletin had been devoting more space to recording scientific
and technological stereoscopic matters, so the word was a nod in the direction of
scientific journals. The addition of 'of 3D imaging’ correctly anticipated that the growing
digital revolution would reach into stereoscopy.
The clue was in an article written by our then President David Burder in that 1993
centenary edition. Entitled ‘Whither 3-D?’ it predicted the changes that stereoscopists
would experience. He said ‘Whilst the first hundred years of the Society have centred upon
purely photographic processes, I suspect that we are about to see major changes brought
about by electronic 3-D imaging techniques.’ He then proceeded to outline with remarkable
percipience most of the innovations that we would witness within the 25 years that
followed. Much of that advance occurred during my ten-year period of close involvement
with Journal production from 1996 to 2006, when our editions surfed that incoming
digital wave.
Even before our Centenary Year some members were already producing 3D work on
personal computers, but very few 3D camera owners imagined that film could be totally
supplanted by digital, even if digital cameras were on the up. In 1993 film resolution was
obviously superior, so we viewed with scepticism the idea that pixels would eventually
match the granularity of film emulsion. Resolving our stereo slides mostly involves
magnification of some kind, whether in hand-held viewers or via projectors. Only
anaglyphs avoided the perceived inferiority of coarse pixels compared with film, because
anaglyphs could be presented in sizes large enough to make pixel equivalence
imperceptible.
Most of our members were primarily interested in the creation of stereoscopic slides, so
they either embraced digital as an addition to their stereo creativity or preferred to stick
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with film. For those, the slump in film sales has now made transparencies something of a
specialist medium, occupying a market position approaching that of heritage crafts,
where materials are expensive and difficult to source. Additionally and logically, the
number of processing laboratories has dwindled so much that locating one is now like a
treasure hunt.
Consequently, this sea change has been removing many of those skills previously needed
by stereographers and that were so frequently referred to in Journal articles: obtaining
satisfactory camera exposures; applying an understanding of film chip positioning; the
skill and dexterity required for mounting slides to the stereo window. Those skills are
rendered unnecessary by digital low-light tolerance and StereoPhoto Maker software.
The SPM ‘auto’ button is replacing mounting-jig expertise, even if the auto button is not
always adequate.
Yet well before we felt the first tremors of that seismic shift to digital from film, digital
innovations had already been creeping into our lives through scanning photographs and
manipulating them in Photoshop. Furthermore, email accelerated communications,
enabling text and images to be transferred in less time than it took to drink a cup of
coffee. Digital seeped into many of our Journal topics as members wrote about their
digital experiences and their experiments. We were fortunate to have a wealth of
computer-savvy members in our Society to help us, especially for those of us who find a
busy computer screen as confusing as being a learner-driver in Piccadilly Circus.
Meanwhile, our Journal production remained firmly traditional. For many years the
primary source of our printed pages was Derek Merfield's garage, which was occupied by
a small lithographic printing machine with its associated equipment, whilst his usurped
campervan sat outside looking lost even before its next journey could begin. The printing
method of that period in contrast with today's laser printing is like comparing a pennyfarthing bicycle with Chris Froome’s carbon fibre Tour de France machine.
At that time the Journal was formatted to the B5 paper size, which provided more
generous photo space than most society magazines printed to the standard A5 paper
size, so the B5 format automatically gave the Journal a distinctive feel. Unfortunately,
changes in UK postage dimensions eventually drove us to the current, more economical
size.
During Don’s editorship and the first few years of mine, Derek Merfield’s little litho
machine tottered through its paces. Derek nursed along a model that had been marketed
for use by small businesses such as estate agents, because its paper printing plates could
be processed easily and were throwaway cheap. The machine was restricted to a single
colour - black ink - and its paper plates made it very difficult to achieve good definition.
To each edition we added a supplementary single sheet of stereo pairs in colour, printed
commercially, but it was obvious that members wanted to see not only more colour
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images, but also text without the thinly inked patches that too often could ambush the
reader.
The text was set on a word processor. This was a step up from an electric typewriter and a
kind of interim between hammering the keys of traditional typewriters and using word
processing software on personal computers.
We’re so accustomed to using ‘cut’ and ‘paste’ on computers that it comes as a surprise to
some, like my grandchildren, to discover that this refers to a literally physical activity.
People may eventually lose sight of the fact that many of the tool names on computers
derive from actual physical usage - from administration, accountancy, the printing
industry and photographic dark rooms. So yes, the output from an electric typewriter or
word processor originally had to be cut with scissors to paste the required portions into
templates using glue or spray mount. It was very much like making a collage. Those
pasted pages were then photographed onto lith film and chemically etched onto the litho
printing plates. The whole procedure has now been replaced by digital desktop publishing
software that can be sent by email to a printer, so this was yet another metaphorical
move to a carbon fibre racing cycle, though it all began with the equivalent of a hobby
horse.
The editors of our early bulletins would be astonished at the sophistication of today’s
Journal. Bill Dalgoutte printed on foolscap sized paper using office duplicators that
received ink through the impressions made by vintage typewriters in wax coated stencils.
This method was exactly my own experience in the 1950s when - as a teenager in the
regional headquarters of a large national organisation - I produced a scurrilous
clandestine satirical staff publication called ‘The Weekly Windbag’. It was called that
because it appeared about once a month so perhaps was a good grounding for editing our
Journal.
Meanwhile, I’d hoped to persuade the committee to consider putting Journal printing in
the hands of commercial printers, but the two obstacles were cost and Derek Merfield,
who tended to regard his output as exemplary and his role as irreplaceable. His height,
girth and the size of his handlebar moustache were daunting. So was his Australian
dialect, especially as I never once heard him say 'good-on-ya’. The default position was
‘bad-on-ya’. Then fate intervened. Derek had an accident and was out of action. Yes, I
insist, it was an accident. I live in Sussex; Derek lived in Surrey.
This crisis highlighted the potential hazard. Derek was adamant that he would not drop
off his perch and leave us in the lurch, but his florid complexion, breathlessness, and overgenerous paunch told a different story. So suddenly the Journal was being professionally
printed, including the covers and two pages in full colour. The changeover wasn’t actually
revolutionary. The printing method was still orthodox litho, but it used proper metal
plates on a full-sized multicolour machine.
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Then, eighteen months after we had become customers, the commercial printing
company was sold to a young go-ahead proprietor who intended to shake it up and
expand. His 'new broom’ swept so clean that another eighteen months later the company
was clean broke and twenty people were suddenly unemployed. So we moved to a very
small company that was like an upgraded version of Derek’s garage because their
machinery was housed in a superior double garage.
Impression Print Ltd consisted of three people: two brothers, both experienced printers,
who had been made redundant during the Fleet Street moves to Canary Wharf, with the
elder brother’s wife as administrator. The double garage was part of the husband and
wife’s house in a leafy suburb of Brighton. From the outside no-one would guess that
business and production were happening there, whilst inside they didn't guess that
traditional printing methods would soon be overtaken by digital.

A business entrance with a hint of Impression Print’s garden

Behind the garage door, a 3D Journal is lurking
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Our Journal being printed by Impression Print’s litho machine in their garage
Like all editors of voluntary publications, during my time with the Journal I was immersed
in the search for contributions and with the process of formatting them into pages.
Bernard Makinson did sterling work on graphics for the Bulletin, the Centenary edition
and early Journals with his finely drawn illustrations. The membership’s bedrock meetings
and folio activities were recorded by devoted correspondents such as Colin Clay and Bart
Barton-Jones, who sat in the darkness of London meetings with a torch and a clipboard.
Contributors were naturally concerned with traditional technicalities, together with the
methods for achieving good results. They explored with wonderful clarity the science,
technology, techniques and artistry associated with all forms of stereoscopy. Engineering
articles about connecting cameras to make stereo rigs were, however, giving way to
articles focusing on electronics, as digital camera rigs became feasible.
By 2006 contributions arriving by post had become very unusual. The major significance
for someone formatting pages was that the articles arriving by email did not have to be
typed into the pages from handwritten or typewritten scripts. Text could now be ‘poured’
into the pages, saving an enormous amount of time and energy, though the energy saved
was often wasted on shouting abuse at a disobedient computer or jumping up and down
on an unintelligible software manual. Fortunately for me, the computer-savvy members
were on hand to guide me through the pc crystal maze, notably Bob Aldridge, who, I
suspect, thinks an Apple Mac a day keeps the computer doctor away.
However, the digital revolution held an unsuspected threat. Internet information, chat
rooms and image-sharing sites could now replace the knowledge-and-image-sharing
nature of our Society. Why join us if you can find what you want via your laptop, tablet or
smart phone? Our Journal was one of the very few communications outlets dedicated to
stereoscopy before the web. Society membership also bestows access to the specialist
supplies that are crucial for creators of 3D slides. If you create only digital 3D, you don’t
need them.
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Nevertheless, for keen 3D practitioners, meeting fellow enthusiasts face to face has
advantages that are difficult to quantify. It can be more satisfying - perhaps even more
valuable - than online research or flimsy Internet discourse. Going to Society events,
sharing images and information, discussing stereo at length, picking up a Society Journal
from the doormat: there is greater depth in all dimensions and so many more new
developments and ideas to consider.
I have seen Phil Palmer's delightful stereo movie sequences of wildlife in his garden and
there must be lots more pleasure of that kind out there as well as the further innovations
yet to come. Already 3D virtual reality is - so to speak - a reality, using smart phones,
cheap headsets and browsing the net (put 'vr360’ into your search engine, and click the
stereo symbol in the chosen video). You can scuba-dive, ride roller coasters or swim with
dolphins. It even allows you to swivel your head 360 degrees whilst strapped into a roller
coaster seat, which – of course – gives the game away: ‘I am a camera’ in reality. My own
favourite is 'Surrounded by elephants’, where a member of the herd investigates the
camera with the tip of his trunk (for 'camera’ substitute ‘you’) and when you turn around
there's another elephant behind you.
Then there is the exciting prospect of holography without lasers. To read the report in
‘The Economist’ about the experiments by the University of Utah, put
www.economist.com/news/science-and-technology/21725760-winging-blues-betterway-make-holograms?frsc=dg%7Ce into your search engine. The possibilities are
huge and - who knows? - maybe binary in all its VR finery together with ‘phase spatial
light modulators controlled directly by the output from the hologram-generating
algorithm’ (according to the University of Utah) might one day allow us to see Princess
Leia pop up in our living rooms.
Perhaps read about that in the Journal in a few years?

Invisible 3D Part 6
Harry Atkinson
Using a Third Party IR Illuminator set with the Multi spectral camera
I mentioned at the end of Part 5 that Practical IR illuminator sets can be obtained from
the same third party suppliers who do Infrared conversions on cameras (e.g. Infraready,
see Part 1).
I got such a set from Infraready, it consists of several separate parts that are used
together (see Figure 44).
When in the studio, a mains electricity power unit can be used to power the IR illuminator,
see the left hand edge of Figure 44. The set requires batteries to power the IR illuminator
when working in the field, see the bottom edge of Figure 44. Two types of battery
adapter can be supplied. A longer endurance adaptor that takes eight AA 1.5 volt
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batteries and a more compact adaptor that takes a single PP3 9 volt battery, see the
bottom edge of Figure 44.

Figure 44. The Infraready IR illuminator set with batteries used to power it in the field.
The classic car headlamp shaped IR illuminator, see Figure 45 is initially set up for desktop
photography with it being attached to a miniature tripod, as shown in the top right-hand
corner of Figure 44.
One of the problems when using a powered IR illuminator with battery power is that it is
very easy to accidentally leave the IR illuminator powered on, and under normal
circumstances this could flatten the batteries by emitting invisible near infrared radiation.
The near IR radiation is emitted from the IR illuminator at a wavelength of 850 nm, in the
middle of the near infrared waveband by means of an array of near infrared light emitting
diodes, see Figure 45.
Removing the piece of opaque material should cause the IR LEDs to extinguish.
Included in the illuminator set is a slide bracket that allows the illuminator to be attached
to the camera, see the right hand edge of Figure 44.
To check the characteristics the illuminator is set up to illuminate a pot containing a
cyclamen plant, see Figure 47.
This subject is chosen because plants strongly reflect near infrared radiation, and so these
detectors are often used from platforms such as aircraft and artificial satellites to monitor
the health of plants on the ground.
The use of the IR illuminator ensures that the cyclamen plant is always illuminated with
radiation with a wavelength of 850 nm, but when imaging, the reflected near infrared
radiation can be filtered differently with different magnitudes by using different near
infrared filters attached to the multi-spectra close-up camera (incorporating the full
spectrum converted W3 and the Cyclopital 3D Close-up Macro Adapter i. CMA) used to
image the (850 nm) reflections (i.e. “IR720”, “IR760”, “IR850” and “IR950”, see Figures 48,
49, 50 and 51 respectively).
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Figure 45. The classic car headlamp shaped IR illuminator.

Figure 46. The powered up IR illuminator imaged in near infrared when the visible light
sensor is blocked and it lights up in the near infrared waveband.
This IR illuminator has a feature designed to prevent the above situation happening,
buried at the centre of the array of LEDs is a visible light sensor, see Figure 45 that blocks
the battery voltage if visible light is present. One way of checking that this feature is
working is to turn on the IR illuminator in visible light eg daylight, and image it in near
infrared, then cover the central visible light sensor with a piece of opaque material: the
imaged LEDs should light up in near infrared, see Figure 46.
The first three filters have little or no effect on the reflections due to the fact that they
pass the (reflections’) wavelength 850 nm with little or no effect (850 nm >= 720 nm, 850
nm >= 760 nm, 850 nm >= 850 nm, see Figures 48, 49, 50 respectively).
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Figure 47. The powered up IR illuminator positioned to illuminate cyclamen flowers with
near infrared radiation imaged in visible light.

Figure 48. The powered up IR Illuminator positioned to illuminate cyclamen flowers with
near infrared radiation imaged in near infrared through an IR720 filter.
The final filter (IR950, see Figure 51) does reduce the magnitude of the (850nm)
reflections because their wavelength is less than the Corner Wavelength of the (“IR950”)
filter (850 nm < 950 nm, see Figure 51).
This reduction happens both on the emissions from the Illuminator and the reflections
from the plant because they both have a wavelength of 850 nm.
When imaging in the field the (IR) illuminator is mounted on the multi-spectra close-up
camera using the slide bracket attachment (see Figure 52).
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Figure 49. The powered up IR illuminator positioned to illuminate cyclamen flowers with
near infrared radiation imaged in near infrared through an IR760 filter.

Figure 50. The powered up IR illuminator positioned to illuminate cyclamen flowers with
near infrared radiation imaged in near infrared through an IR850 filter.

Figure 51.The powered up IR Illuminator positioned to illuminate cyclamen flowers with
near infrared radiation imaged in near infrared through an IR950 filter.
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Figure 52.The IR illuminator mounted on a multi-waveband camera on a full sized tripod.

Adjusting Digital Images – Facts and Fiction

Geoff Ogram

The Fiction
Journals 209 and 210 have each contained an interesting and useful article on digital
image adjustment to produce a good stereo image without window violation. Both
authors recommended using StereoPhoto Maker (SPM) and separating the left and right
images of the most distant object by a maximum of one-thirtieth of the image width.
This is done in the Easy adjustment mode when the images are superimposed rather
than displayed side-by-side. The implication is that a greater separation than this value is
likely to make the image uncomfortable to view. The same “rule” is also recommended by
many stereo workers when projecting images. Although this principle does work in some
circumstances it is purely by chance. The “rule” is not reliable or accurate, as I shall
explain.
Calling this procedure the one-in-thirty rule is also misleading, because there is already a
rule of that name which has nothing to do with image adjustment; it is to do with settings
when taking a picture, which I shall also clarify later.
Deviation
The real criterion for correctly adjusting image separation is parallax deviation (d). With
a given side-by-side pair of L and R images, the distance between corresponding points
(homologues) on different objects in the scene decreases as the distance from the object
to camera decreases. If the infinity separation is SINF mm, say, and the separation of a
closer object at distance D is SD mm, then the parallax deviation for the object is the
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difference, (SIN-– SD) mm. For a given side-by-side stereo pair, SINF is fixed in value but as
SD gets smaller for shorter distances, the deviation increases for nearer objects.
The actual value of deviation depends upon the focal length of the camera lenses and the
inter-lens spacing (stereo base), and is calculated from simple geometry to give the
following formula:
d = fb/D
where

d is the deviation for a given object
f is the focal length of the camera lenses
b is the inter-lens spacing (stereo base)

and D is the distance of the object from the camera lens.
Of particular importance is the maximum allowable deviation for viewing. It is generally
agreed that a stereo image extending from approximately 2 metres (2000 mm) to infinity
is about the maximum that can be viewed comfortably, without eyestrain. So, for a
Realist camera with a focal length of 35 mm and a stereo base of 70 mm (rounded), and
taking D = 2000 mm, the maximum deviation is:
(35 x 70)/ 2000 = 1.2 mm
How does all this relate to digital image adjustment?
Film Image Adjustment
It will help in this analysis to consider first the mounting of slides taken, say, with a Stereo
Realist camera. As shown above, the maximum deviation is 1.2 mm, the difference (SINF S2). A mounting gauge is useful here. Fig 1, not to scale, is based upon the American Reel3D version, no longer available, unfortunately.
The design is printed on a clear plastic sheet and, in use, illuminated from below with the
mount and film chips on top. Typically it will have a number of close parallel horizontal
lines to align the chips vertically, omitted in the diagram for clarity. Correct separation of
the film chips makes use of three vertical lines marked as, left to right, REF (Reference),
NEAR and FAR. For a Realist type image the distance between NEAR and FAR lines is
exactly 1.2 mm, the maximum deviation. If infinity homologues are aligned with the REF
and FAR lines (63.4 mm apart), those for an object at 2 m will automatically be separated
by 62.2 mm. You can check this by sliding the mount over the mounting gauge to find
that the REF and NEAR lines are aligned with nearest object homologues. Ideally, the
nearest object should not be located exactly at the stereo window but at least a short
distance behind it by separating the film chips by a “tweak”. Although this will marginally
increase the infinity homologue separation, it should not be enough to cause a problem.
The “2 m to infinity” depth range is only an approximate one and it is safer, perhaps, to
keep the nearest object at a slightly greater distance than 2 m when photographing a
scene.
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Now let us demolish the ”one-thirtieth of the image width” rule.
Consider a stereo pair of a scene with a depth ranging from 2 metres to infinity taken on a
Stereo Realist camera. The L and R images are 24 mm wide x 23 mm in height. Now think
of the same scene taken with an RBT camera with 35 mm lenses, 70 mm apart, but in this
case producing full frame images, each with an aspect ratio of 3:2, measuring 36 mm wide
x 24 mm height. The full frame stereo image includes more of the scene because of the
extra width but ignoring the miniscule difference in height (which is irrelevant) the central
region will be identical to the whole Realist image in size. From the formula quoted earlier
the maximum deviation will be 1.2 mm in both cases.
It happens that for the RBT camera this 1.2 mm is exactly one-thirtieth of the image
width. Maybe this is the origin of the false “one-thirtieth of the image width” rule. But
taking one-thirtieth of the Realist image width gives a false “maximum deviation” of only
0.8 mm (24/30) so the infinity homologues would be separated by only 63 mm (62.2 + 0.8)
instead of 63.4 mm. This will reduce image depth by compression. The Realist film chips
should be separated by the true maximum deviation of 1.2 mm, which is one-twentieth
(24/20) of the width. Here, one-thirtieth of the width gives the wrong answer and so is a
purely arbitrary value, though, as we have seen, it can be correct in certain situations.
We would also get the wrong separation of infinity homologues if the full frame images
were cropped to Realist size and the false one-in-thirty rule applied to this reduced width.
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Digital Image Adjustment
Adjusting the separation of images in SPM is slightly different from that in film mounting
because the two images are superimposed as an anaglyph on the screen in the Easy
Adjustment stage and not displayed side-by-side. Now, for a 2m to infinity scene, infinity
homologues can be superimposed by adjusting the slider at the top of the display. This
will show the L and R images of the 2m object as being separated by the maximum
deviation. However, no specific value can be given for this maximum allowable deviation,
(like to the 1.2 mm for Realist film images) because the magnitude of the separation
depends upon the screen size of the computer monitor. But there is a simple way of
determining a value for your particular set-up.
With your digital camera, twin rig or whatever, with standard lens setting, take a picture
of a landscape with a near object at about 2 metres and a clearly discernible far distant
object, like a mountain, which can be regarded as being at infinity. Upload the stereo
image into SPM and subject it to Auto-alignment, then, select Easy adjustment. If you
adjust the slider to superimpose infinity homologues as described above, the images of
the nearest object will be separated by the maximum deviation. But this is not the correct
way to adjust for viewing, as the whole of the stereo image would be located in front of
the stereo window! Instead, you should use the slider to superimpose the images of the
nearest object. Now the maximum allowable deviation is shown as the separation of the
infinity homologues,
You can now measure the on-screen distance between the infinity homologues with a
ruler and that is your maximum deviation value, for future use. You can also find it in
another way. On the left of the Easy adjustment display there is a box marked Show
grid. Select a number in the box to its right until you find a grid that has a spacing that
matches the infinity point spacing. Select that grid setting for future use.
If your stereo image does not include objects at infinity you should separate the most
distant points at less than the maximum deviation value. You have to use some
judgement here, but a useful tip is to work with the nearest object. You should have some
idea of how far away the nearest object was located when you took the picture and you
can adjust the separation to put that object behind the stereo window (which itself is
located at about 2 metres) to give you some kind of reference.
Fig 2 is the result of my trying the method with a Fuji W3, set to a 4:3 format, taking a 2
metre to infinity landscape shot from a boat. This shows the Easy adjustment anaglyph
panel in SPM overlaid on the normal side-by-side colour display. Following the procedure
described above, the L and R images of the near object, the ship’s rail have been
superimposed. The distant hills appear as overlapping cyan and red images and the
spacing will be the maximum allowable deviation. Trying various grid sizes, I found that
this spacing was one-twenty-eighth of the image width. Ironically, this is close to one-
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thirtieth! So the “false rule” will work occasionally, but it is not universal, as I have
explained.

The Real One-in-Thirty Rule
This rule originates from the geometry of picture-taking when the nearest object is at 2
metres (the “safe” closest distance with distant objects at infinity) using a stereo camera
with a 70 mm lens spacing. Now 70 mm is almost exactly one-thirtieth of 2 metres. The
true one in thirty rule states that: the stereo base should be no greater than onethirtieth of the distance between camera and nearest object.
This rule is particularly useful when taking close-ups. For example, if the nearest object (a
flower head, say) is 300 mm from the camera then the stereo base should be 10 mm. This
usually involves taking sequential exposures. The Fuji W3 camera has a useful facility in its
Advanced 3D mode, in which two separate exposures are taken with the left lens only,
the camera being shifted by the 1 cm (or whatever) between shots. The first exposure
remains as a “ghost” image on the display to allow the camera to be aligned for the
second shot.
Always bear in mind that the closer the nearest object, the less is the total depth in the
scene that can be tolerated to avoid possible eyestrain. For example, if the nearest object
is at 1 metre, the furthest object should be no further than 2 metres, or there will be “too
much depth”. For an object at 100mm distance, the furthest point should be no further
than 103 mm!
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The rule can, of course, be helpful when taking hyper stereo images to avoid excessive
miniaturisation; that is when the subject looks like a small model of the real thing. The
stereo base is less easy to judge here, because the nearest object might be quite far away
and one-thirtieth of its distance from the camera could give a value far larger than is
actually necessary.

Stereo Society FJ Group Slide of the Year (SOTY) 2016-17
John Ralph (Sec. FJ Group)
Most Society members will be aware that FJ Group caters for slide enthusiasts who vote
on images seen in Folios that are sent out monthly. We currently have only ten members,
so vote for just our top two preferences in each Folio. After a couple of circuits when a
Folio returns to me every member’s latest slide will have been viewed by all and the
marks for each added up. The scores are sent out in the next available Folio. A moments
thought will show that this sort of “Competition” is different to the usual. (You all know
why of course?). Once a year we run a “Normal” compet ition when members send me
two of their slides seen in the preceding year and these are circulated TOGETHER in a
“Slide of The Year” (SOTY) Folio.
All members who were in FJ in 2016 took part, entering two slides each and then voting
for their choice of four best from the other members entries.(four marks for first choice
etc.).
The Folio was sent out on May 5th (after I had copied the slides) and I received the f inal
vote on 12th Aug. (Some members are busy still working!!).
I enjoy seeing the voting trend as the Folio circulates and I think I can spot the likely
winner by about mid way around. However I was wrong in my guess this time. There was
a fairly dramatic change in the trend in the second half of the circulation and bets were
off until ALL votes were in.
As in sport, a draw is no way to end a competition and I am glad to say we did have a
clear winner.
By just ONE vote John Taylor pipped Bruce Mills at the post. So well done to John who is
no stranger to winning. So he gets the little Perpetual Trophy from Reg Lindsell, last
year’s winner.
Modesty (almost!) prevents me saying much about the fact that I tied with Bruce for
second place. John scored 14 for his classic slide “Ullswater Sunset”. Bruce received 13
votes for BOTH his entries “Sharp Edge” and “A moment at Lavaredo”. A splendid total
score.
Several slides did not receive a single vote including my second entry (you see why I was
reluctant to mention my second mark!!).
The rest of the field was fairly strung out with no other marks above 6 which several
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members scored. All received at least one mark for one of their entries, so no double
zeros. The standard is pretty high for SOTY, so no one should feel too disappointed that
one of their slides is not in the top four of member’s choices.
That's SOTY for another year, let’s hope we can all do it again next year. We have a recent
new member Francis Heath, so he should help add to the diversity of the subjects
covered. New members are always welcome, even if you just have a large collection of
OLD slides you can still join in. Several members are doing that now! Slides will still be
around when all our digital hard drives etc. have crashed etc. and film and processing are
still available.
You will have seen the 2015/16 FJ SOTY images in recent Journals (some on the cover of
No. 211) and as space permits this year’s should appear in a subsequent Journal by
courtesy of our hard working Editor John Peck.
The winner is the top image on the front cover. The three slides each gaining equal second place are printed
on the rear cover. Some of the remaining slides are printed below, others will follow as space permits – Ed.

In for Repairs
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John Aldridge

Lyvgden New Bield

No Faults

John Aldridge

Jack Colbran
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Hand Made

Jack Colbran

Zoomed Hyper Stereo Photos from Trains, Buses and Ferries
David Ford
Often zoomed images from moving vehicles can provide stereo views which are both
interesting and fascinating.
Photo 1 shows a zoomed image of Truro Cathedral taken from a train that was passing
over the railway viaduct above Truro. The normal view of this same cathedral taken with a
normal stereo camera is shown in photo 2, and here little stereo of the cathedral is
apparent at this distance.

Photo 1
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Photo 2
Taking stereo photographs from moving vehicles, particularly trains, has provided me
with added pleasure and challenge on a journey.
I will now give a few further examples to show what can be done, and then will explain
how they are photographed.

Photo 3 Alexandra Palace from the Kings Cross line

Photo 4 View from the Tamar Bridge

Photo 5 Exeter Cathedral from the train
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Photo 6 Approaching the Tamar Bridge along the railway line

Photo 7 Office building close to Croydon Station

Photo 8 Whitby from an open topped bus
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Photo 9The hills seen when approaching Skipton railway station
To take such hyper sequential photos:
1.
2.

Select a section of the vehicle window that is as clean as possible.
Using the camera:
a. With the camera turned on, zoom the lens. Generally I select the maximum
value.
b. Put the camera on burst mode i.e. multiple shots taken in quick succession.
c. Place the camera lens close to the window, but not at an angle or the
window will give unwanted reflections.
d. Fire the camera

Suitable locations on train journeys are viaducts and embankments.
I find I get the best results when the train is going relatively slowly as this gives a greater
choice of selecting sequential pairs.
Processing the images
1.
2.

3.

I go through the images and remove those that have hopeless foreground
material, such as trees, telegraph poles and power cables.
I then combine the images in StereoPhoto Maker eg if I have taken 6 images in a
multiple image burst I combine image 1 with 2, 2 with 3 etc and then select the
image I like best. If there is inadequate stereo effect I can try other combinations,
such as combining image 1 with image 4.
Most of the foreground material is hopelessly in front of the stereo window, so
the image is generally cropped to give a long thin stereo pair. This new image
will not be correct with respect to the stereo window, so in Stereo Photo Maker I
go to Adjust>Auto alignment and the image may be corrected. I crop the image
into a further narrower strip if there is still too much depth, and repeat the Auto
alignment.

To me, much of the delight of this type of photograph is that routes, particularly on trains
where I am familiar with the sights from the window, can now be seen with an added
dimension.
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For Sale
FujiFilm Real 3D W3 3D Camera, plus memory card, charger, lead and extra battery.
Mint condition. £250:00 plus postage.
Contact Fred Lowe, Tel: 01902 335 412,

email: fredericklowe@btinternet.com

Annual Convention and AGM
The 2018 Annual Convention and AGM will be held at the Palace Hotel, Buxton from the
11th to 14th May
The AGM will be held on Saturday 12th May, and is planned to start at 9:00 a.m.
The post of Honorary General Secretary still needs to be filled.
The following positions will automatically come up for re-election –
Membership sec. - Mary Paul

Midlands Section coordinator - Francis Heath

Competition Organizer - David Ford

London Projectionist - Mike Hillyard

Journal Editor - John Peck
Nominations may be made to the chairman before or at the meeting.

On the coach, Cardiff 2017 – Ron Koehler

Journal Back Issues
Available from: Roger Hill, 44 Grange Road, Somersham. PE28 3JX
Tel: 01487-840312
B & W cover editions £1.50
Full colour editions, Journal 139, January 1998 onwards £2.50
Cheques payable to Stereoscopic Society.
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Society Supplies
Publications
Photographing in 3-D, with viewer (Burder & Whitehouse)
3-D Mounting Guide (Harry zur Kleinsmiede)
How to Use and Maintain your Stereo Realist (1999 Dr George Themelis)
Time Exposure (History of the Stereoscopic Society)
A Stereoscopic Atlas of Human Anatomy (12 ViewMaster Reels) (R.A. Chase)
View-Master Viewers (including 6 View-Master Reels) (Mary Ann & Wolfgang Sell)
3-D Past & Present (including 3 View-Master Reels (Wim van Keulen)
3-D Imagics (including 12 View-Master reels) (Wim van Keulen)
Holland - Made in Europe (3 reel View-Master Blister Pack)
Beyond the Third Dimension (including 3 View-Master Reels) (Stan White)
The Pat Whitehouse Show (including 3 VM Reels) (Anne Whitehouse)
Life in China (including 3 View-Master Reels) (Harry zur Kleinsmiede)
Honey Bee and Wasp (including 3 View-Master Reels) (Hugo de Wijs)

£6.15
£6.40
£23.50
£2.80
£20.00
£31.50
£14.35
£35.85
£6.20
£10.25
£12.00
£10.25
£10.25

Twin Aperture Cardboard Mounts, 40 x 101 format
Spicer card mounts: 16 x 21, 23 x 28 or 23 x 33. (Sold in 50 of one type)
£5.00
RBT reusable plastic mounts 40 x 101 format - boxed 50 per size. Please specify size
RBT: 16 x 21mm, 23 x 19.5mm, 23 x 21, 23 x 28mm, 23 x 31.5mm, 23 x 33mm
£18.00
RBT mounts for masks 23 x 31.5
£15.00
RBT masks to fit the above mounts only - 15 x 30mm - box of 100 for 50 slides
£3.60
RBT masks to fit the above mounts only - 20 x 30 - box of 100 for 50 slides
£3.60
Bonum reusable plastic mounts, twin 50x50 format - Box of 100 mounts for 50 stereo pairs. Please specify
size 16 x 21, 23 x 28.5, 23 x 33
£12.00
Miscellaneous
NVP prismatic spectacles, to view side by side 3D images on TV, computer screen
or large prints (up to twin A3)
Loreo Lite viewer. Stereo card viewer
Hugo de Wijs card flatpack slide viewer - 40 x 101mm
Radex hold to the light slide viewer - 40 x 101mm
Polarising spectacles (plastic frames, non hinged), 5 pairs
Anaglyph glasses - Red/Cyan or Red/Green (please state which) 10 pairs mini
Jumbo
With Arms
Polarising filters for stereo projectors - 3" x 3" / 75mm x 75mm, 1 pair
Mike Fisher's Mounting Grid: a slide mounting alignment gauge with instruction leaflet

£8.50
£3.00
£6.75
£3.75
£13.25
£4.00
£4.50
£5.65
£15.00
£1.25

Sales to paid up members ONLY. Membership number MUST be given when ordering
Prices are correct as of 1st April 2018 & include postage and packing to UK only. This is a service provided to
members on the understanding that, whilst faulty goods will be replaced or refunded, no claims for
consequential loss can be entertained. By using this service you agree to this condition.

Limited supplies of selected items are available at most society meetings.
Enquiries (s.a.e. Please) and orders by post to the Supplies Secretary, Colin Metherell at:
32 Wilton Crescent, Hertford, Herts, SG13 8JW
Tel: 01992 422052 Email: supplies@stereoscopicsociety.org.uk

